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My editor's note from November, 2008 of Practical Accountant

“Creating and Maintaining Trust

‘It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,’ still rings true as we
experience the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, which left an
indelible imprint on our parents and grandparents. By the time you read this
Editor's Note, we will know who our next president will be, and who will be
charged with guiding the nation to economic recovery. The $700 billion
package was necessary, but it was only possible by including non-related
items such as tax

extenders. The American public, for the most part, has a negative view of banks,
Wall Streeters, and Congress, as well as the Treasury and the SEC. Besides anger,
and much harder to overcome, is distrust and loss of faith. Hopefully, a new
business model will take hold, one with a foundation and permeation of trust, rather
than one for which a perception of trust is created with high-speed marketing spin.
The Internet will drive this, as it is commoditizing products and services, and
although value-added has been the term in vogue, the key is really trust in which all
parties perceive and receive value.

Mark-to-market fair value accounting didn't create the crisis. It just quickened
the inevitable. This new business model will be based on the community
concept of the Internet, as well as the increased transparency that has
resulted. Unlike in Dickens' times or during the Great Depression, one individual
can spread the word in an e-mail blast to his or her massive network or to
millions by a posting on the Web. This is a transfer of power from the top down.
It is a change in how we communicate, and it ensures the widespread and
quick dissemination of information and promotes widespread discussion.
Accountants as the "most trusted advisors" will play an integral part in moving
economic recovery, both in advising clients, and, more importantly, in
promoting a full and fair debate of fair value accounting.

AICPA President and CEO Barry Melancon acknowledges, "These are
challenging times" adding the profession "has long played a role in providing
calm, objective guidance"

I fully concur.

~Howard

PS: My alternate and preferred opening quote is, ‘It was the worst of times, it
was the best of times.’ I know of millions of survivors whom have proven it true.
This is the great thing about survivors is they remember, and do their best not
to let the same thing happen again."
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			Olympus must rid itself of the crooks/yes men who betrayed its shareholders ...
Northwest Progressive Institute Official Blog (blog)
Ten years ago, corporate America was rocked by a series of accounting scandals that destroyed one of the world's largest accounting firms (Arthur Andersen) and led to the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (Sarbox, or sometimes simply referred to as ...
See all stories on this topic »


			Small businesses have trouble getting paid
San Francisco Chronicle
Smaller clients, usually residential customers with whom firm members have a personal relationship, "seem to have more respect for paying bills promptly," Parker said. What really hurt was when one of the firm's largest accounts, which "had become the ...
See all stories on this topic »


			Efficient Tests of Balances Series--No. 3: Understanding Audit Assignments
Accountingweb.com (blog)
On my first day as a staff assistant for a local CPA firm, a partner asked me to accompany him on the first day of audit fieldwork for a small client. Upon arrival, the partner directed me to a conference room as he gathered bank statements, ...
See all stories on this topic »


			Corzine: I Can't Show You The Money
Politic365
“It is important to recognize, however, that MF Global's involvement in RTM trades was disclosed to the board of directors, the senior officers of the company, the company's accountants and numerous outsiders.” And the $1.2 billion in customer trading ...
See all stories on this topic »


			Diamond Foods surges after analyst gives all-clear
BusinessWeek
Diamond Foods Inc. shares jumped sharply on Friday after an analyst concluded that an investigation into the way the company accounts for walnut payments will not likely not force it to restate its finances. THE SPARK: KeyBanc Capital Markets analyst ...
See all stories on this topic »


			MF Global fiasco leads to tighter regulations
Post-Bulletin
Some regulators are also examining a flood of new rules for brokerage firms, part of an effort to prevent a repeat of the MF Global debacle. The Securities and Exchange Commission is weighing new accounting disclosures for the industry. ...
See all stories on this topic »


						Huawei to Scale Back Business in Iran
Wall Street Journal
An employee at an accounting firm listed in Skycom's Hong Kong records said Huawei "owned" the company but declined to answer questions. A former Skycom employee who worked in the treasury department in Tehran said reports were sent daily to the ...
See all stories on this topic »			
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			Disbarred lawyer blames bookkeeper
Windsor Star
By Brian Cross, The Windsor Star December 10, 2011 Disbarred lawyer Scott Sullivan laid much of the blame for money wrongly taken from his firm's accounts on the bookkeeper who last week testified he forced her to submit to beatings in the nude. ...
See all stories on this topic »


			Financial services firms gird against European crisis
Ct Post
MF Global's failure is a more complicated story than just a bad bet in the market, as the company faces investigations into $1.2 billion in missing client funds and questionable accounting practices. But its failure should be a warning to investors ...
See all stories on this topic »
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See also first article listed on Google Alert (attached) by going to its hyperlink there of
http://www.nwprogressive.org/weblog/2011/12/olympus-must-rid-itself-of-the-
crooksyes-men-who-betrayed-its-shareholders-and-customers.html

Happy Holidays,

Howard Wolosky
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